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About This Game

Take command of humanity’s last survivors and rebuild an empire among the stars. In this immersive turn-based strategy game,
you must lead the refugees of the great Exodus to a new home in hostile space and build a new galaxy-spanning civilization. To

survive in the dark reaches of space, you will have to fight to protect your people, control rival factions, and unlock lost
technology.

This challenging civilization-building game expands upon the universe of the original Star Traders RPG. As the leader of a
splinter group who have fallen behind the main fleet, you have no choice but to settle nearby habitable worlds, stake your claim

and try to prosper.

Your forces will face hostile aliens at every turn and your fleets will do battle in a challenging tactical conflicts across the solar
systems. As the waves of stellar conflict wash across your empire, you’ll face invasions, devastating planetary bombardments

and need to exact the same on alien infestations to expand your empire.

Within your own imperium, you must manage your economy, political realm, and technological research. The squabbling
factions vie for power, unable to lay old rivalries to rest. Only your deft political maneuvering can build treaties and harmony
over discord and war. From the helm, you must also construct a mighty economy, one capable of surviving the devastation of
war and the attacks of political adversaries. A sprawling technology tree lies before you and your choice of technologies will
determine the strategy of your galactic civilization. To survive, you’ll need to overcome some of these challenges, to succeed

you must master them all.
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Grow a ragtag band of survivors into a new galactic empire.

Protect your colonies of galactic refugees from alien attack.

Employ devious political and economic machinations to expand your domain.

Use spies and espionage to get the upperhand on your enemies.

Research and build incredible new ships, weapons and technologies.

Trade with a vast universe full of rich, dynamic characters.

Explore the galaxy and uncover its many secrets.

Multiple difficulty levels and customizable map sizes.

Risk everything to rescue refugees and keep them safe.

Take control through the strategic use of spies, economics, politics, technology and advanced weaponry in the most engaging,
expansive and intense turn-based sci-fi title. Rebuild the human civilization from the ashes of interstellar war to become the

galaxy’s ultimate leader in Star Trader 4X Empires.

Snag a Two Pack

The Star Traders Two Pack includes two copies of the game - one for you and one to gift to a friend. The second copy is at
50%! Share your strategies and epic war against the alien with a friend today!

What's in the Box?

Star Traders: 4X Empires includes the full tech tree, and both the Alta Mesa and Hyperion Ship Skin Packs. As we continue to
expand the game, new technology, ship skins, and factions will be released to you free of charge in our weekly updates. This

games does not contain any chargeable DLC - all present and future content is included in the price.

Entire Tech tree

All game maps

All 6 classic Factions

Additional 3 Great Clan Factions (Alta Mesa, Moklumne, Zenrin)

All 9 ship design types
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This is a basic prototype at best, not a game. It's buggy, crude, unpolished and not a lot of fun to play. The achievements make
zero sense.. Great video, nostalgic even for Americans, simply an iconic moment in time worthy of all gamers attention.. Gotta
see it, amazing movie to relive the beginning of what millions and millions take for granted today, a great tribute, must-see;).
Awesome game with a chilling message to tell regarding survival. The game will leave you with an understanding that there are
really no black and white when it comes to survival.. Very mediocre, Choices don't mean much, and what ending you get is
simply determined by choosing which student you want at the end of the game. The character's aren't particularly compelling,
the story premise is weak, and god knows why one of the students is studying under a master painter to become a manga artist..
In order to get gold, you have to brute force your way through the levels, instead of actually thinking about them. Very
disappointing.. Not much else to say aside from: THIS GAME IS GREAT! 10\/10. If you like (or love as do I) Castlevania -
Symphony of the Night (which there needs to be a PC port for through Steam, in my opinion) then you will be OBSESSED with
Rain Blood Chronicles: Mirage. Also, I hope 'Chronicles' in the title means there MAY be more installments of Rain Blood in
the future. Happy gaming! Oh, I paid .99c for this game during a weekend sale. Best buck I EVER spent.

-Dross the Destroyer. After installing it & trying to start the game, it asks me to enter the code above - and no matter what
characters I put in, it just says they are wrong charcters. I try again and again but to no avail. Still can't figure out what is is up to
- just a waste of money and time.. doens t work
. My favorite poker game.
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This DLC is very much worth getting. If you are new to the franchise and are looking to get DLC; this is one you shouldn't pass
on. To avoid any spoilers; Kagura is very important in the story of the entire franachise as a whole..
Pretty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665optimization, makes the game unplayable.. First and foremost, I went through
and read a few of the most recent reviews\/critics of the game and found it to be interesting. What was so interesting? Well, it
was either plain as day that a) They were not capable of working the game mechanics. A major complaint is "I have to search
for my worker to go build something" which is not true at all. There is in fact a village icon that you can click on that takes you
to the closest village at hand.... b) They don't like the strategy mechanics presented, specifically that there is only X number of
spots to build something in a piece of land. Okay, if you like strategy you should love this. It makes the game more difficult, it
forces you to critically think, and it makes it so you can'y just blaze through the game in 10 minutes. It was crafted that way for
a very good reason or c) They compare it to games like Age of Empires and similar games and thus don't enjoy the battle
mechanics. Get over it. AoE and games like it are wonderful games and are completely different types of games all together as
far as strategy goes. They whole point is to be different not repeat the same annoying pattern of copying AoE (I love AoE btw)
and then horribly failing at it like other games have done.

What I love: 1) The developers continue to improve and add content (some free, some paid). The fact remains that it is pretty
nice content crafted with care and adds an additional layer to the game 2) It's different from other games in the same category
which I love 3) Even without paid content the game is still wonderful 4) They patch things!! They actually listen to people for
what is working and what isn't and then *drum roll* they actually do something about it (so long as it's not a critical part of the
game).

What I think could be worked on: 1) I will agree that not having a village automatically running over to build something is
annoying but only adds a few more seconds 2) Sometimes you wonder how the AI magically has infinite amounts of resources
when you are trying to kill them 3) Certain clans are clearly better at this point (especially after adding the Horse Clan) so
hopefully they continue to balance everything out like they have been.. I would happily pay for this game to not show up in my
library.. It's great.. Pros:
- Great Graphics
- Never ending expansions (Maps, Dinos, Updates, Fixes,)
- Smooth mechanics and animations
- For everyone in general (If you like survival and dinosaurs)
- Massive player-base
- Variety of herbivores and carnivores to choose from\/ Color Variants
- Established rules within servers*

Cons:
- Hard to survive when new (Recommend playing with a friend or another player)
- Takes lots of time to grow your dinosaur (the bigger dino, the longer it takes)
- Players can be toxic and harass others. (Least concern)
- Established Rules within servers*
- Can be buggy sometimes, maybe a lot

Overall: I enjoy this game a lot, honestly. It does get irritating when you start fresh and you keep dying to bigger dinos\/starve or
dehydrate to death, but there is a solution to almost everything. Sniffing in the game allows you to locate food, water, and track
other dinosaurs. Maps help a lot if you are unfamiliar with where you are, and try to learn more as you go on. Try new dinos if
you get bored. I highly recommend you play with a friend or someone who has some experience in this game. I would
recommend playing as a Utah Raptor at first. Yet this is a game you need to apply time and effort into in order to be successful
in the game. Happy hunting.

---TRUST NOBODY---. did not enjoy one bit controls are clunky you have to look which ever way you want to walk which is
really annoying especially when your sig zagging through a corn field. way over priced. thank god for steam refunds!
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